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ABSTRACT: We report on the formation of water-in-water liquid crystal emulsions with permeable colloidal
assemblies. Rodlike cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) spontaneously self-assemble into a helical arrangement with the
coexistence of nonionic, hydrophilic polyethylene glycol (PEG) and dextran, whereas the two polymer solutions are
thermodynamically incompatible. Stable water-in-water emulsions are easily prepared by mixing the respective
CNC/polymer solutions, showing micrometric CNC/PEG dispersed droplets and a continuous CNC/dextran phase.
With time, the resulting emulsion demixes into an upper, droplet-lean isotropic phase and a bottom, droplet-rich
cholesteric phase. Owing to the osmotic pressure gradient between PEG and dextran phases, target transfer of
cellulose nanoparticles occurs across the water/water interface to reassemble into a liquid crystal-in-liquid crystal
emulsion with global cholesteric organization. The observed structural, optical, and temporal evolution confirm that
the colloidal particles in the two immiscible phases experience short-range interactions and form long-range
assemblies across the interface.
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Emulsions are two-phase systems that typically consist oftwo immiscible solvents, with one liquid dispersed intothe other, forming kinetically stable droplets.1 They
form water-in-oil (W/O) or oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions
that can be found in dairy formulations, pharmaceuticals, and
household products.2,3 A less common type of liquid/liquid
biphasic system corresponds to water-in-water (W/W)
emulsions with droplets of one aqueous phase suspended in
the other. Phase segregation in two liquids occurs because of
the presence of different hydrophilic molecules that are entirely
water-soluble but mutually incompatible.4,5 Compared with
the water/oil interfaces, the water/water interfaces present in
W/W emulsions display ultralow interfacial tension (around
0.01−100 μN/m,6 depending on the proximity to the critical
point) and large interfacial thickness (on the order of several
nanometers) along with small variations of macroscopic
properties across the interface. Hence, they form a “fuzzy
boundary” that is highly permeable to water, ions, and small
molecules.6−8 The interplay between the two equilibrium
phases leads to small but measurable concentration and
chemical potential gradients across the interface,9−11 such as
those found in biological W/W systems (cells, vesicles, and
liposomes).
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Emulsions with at least one phase composed of an
anisotropic fluid are termed as “liquid crystal (LC)
emulsion”.12−14 LC emulsions exert striking impacts in
structures for both W/O and O/W systems, and various
kinds of complex assemblies have been observed due to the
anisotropic elasticity, interfacial interactions, elastic distortions,
and topological defects, etc.15−19 Some anisotropic colloidal
particles (e.g., V2O5, graphene oxide, virus, and amyloid fibrils)
can form aqueous lyotropic LCs at high concentrations.20−24
During the LC formation process, microdomains of the
anisotropic droplet spontaneously nucleate from the isotropic
suspension.25,26 The obtained LC droplets, denoted as tactoid,
result from a transition state between isotropic and macro-
scopic liquid crystalline phases, which can be classified as a
special type of W/W LC emulsion. Yet, it is metastable, and
the small tactoids spontaneously merge into larger ones, finally
transforming into a macroscopic LC phase.27 In order to
prepare a stable W/W emulsion, hydrophilic polymers are
added to generate repulsive forces between the two aqueous
phases.28 Therefore, a key point that arises is the need for
suitable polymers that can be dispersed in the LC system,
allowing the LCs to coexist without disrupting the structure of
the emulsion and LC ordering.
This brings consideration of cellulose nanocrystals (CNC),
which are chiral, charged, and rodlike nanoparticles that form
stable colloidal suspensions in water.29,30 At low CNC
concentrations, the suspension is isotropic, becoming aniso-
tropic above a critical concentration, as nanocrystals self-
assemble into an ordered helical arrangement, in agreement
with Onsager theory for rigid rodlike particles.31,32 Unlike
molecular-based lyotropic and thermotropic LCs, the CNC
cholesteric phase is extremely stable, even in the presence of
polymers, nanoparticles, surfactants, and inorganic precur-
sors,33−39 providing a robust matrix for designing functional
materials. CNC-based LCs have received considerable
attention for their chiral, self-assembly, and photonic proper-
ties as well as templating capabilities.40−45 In contrast, to the
best of our knowledge, no report exists on the use of CNC in
LC emulsions with hierarchical W/W organization, partic-
ularly, in fully aqueous LC-in-LC emulsions. Whereas several
studies have demonstrated CNC as an effective stabilizer of O/
W emulsions,46 so far only two reports have considered W/W
systems.47,48 Thus, the case of LC emulsions based on
cellulose-derived nanomaterials remains as an uncharted
topic. Fundamentally, CNC-based W/W LC emulsions are
quite attractive and offer excellent opportunities in the
development of all-aqueous, advanced multiphase systems.
Herein, we develop a series of W/W LC emulsions with
global cholesteric organization. Specifically, we describe the use
of colloidal suspensions of CNC/dextran as a continuous
phase to suspend immiscible droplets of CNC/polyethylene
glycol (PEG). We show that CNC particles can sustain the
cholesteric ordering with the addition of hydrophilic dextran
and PEG at high concentrations. When the two CNC/polymer
solutions are mixed, a stable W/W emulsion is obtained,
namely, CNC/PEG droplets dispersed into a continuous
CNC/dextran phase. During equilibrium, the cellulose nano-
particles in the PEG phase diffuse into the continuous dextran
phase due to the osmotic pressure gradient and reassemble
into a global cholesteric arrangement across the PEG/dextran
interface. Here, the structure, optical texture, and temporal
evolution of a W/W LC emulsion are studied in detail,
showing a close relationship with the polymer-induced osmotic
pressure in each phase. Our approach provides a generic
framework to formulate and prepare W/W LC emulsions with
predefined organization, which can be extended to other
anisotropic colloidal particles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cholesteric Assembly in Immiscible Phases. The CNC
was prepared by controlled sulfuric acid hydrolysis of wood
fibers that yielded polydispersed nanoparticles with rodlike
morphologies (300−400 nm in length and 10−15 nm in
diameter, Figure S1) with highly electronegative charges (ζ-
Figure 1. Phase separation of CNC/polymer suspension with cholesteric organization. (a) Photographs of the CNC binary suspension with
the addition of dextran and PEG, respectively. The CNC concentration in the suspensions was 5 wt %. (b) Calculated volume fraction and
proportion of CNC in the anisotropic phase for suspensions with and without the addition of polymer. POM images of the cholesteric phase
for (c) pure CNC, (d) CNC/dextran, and (e) CNC/PEG suspensions, showing periodic fingerprint textures. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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potential of −58.5 mV). We investigated the CNC phase
separation in the presence of hydrophilic, coiled dextran and
PEG (Figure 1a,b). As expected, no birefringence was seen for
the pure CNC suspension at low particle concentration (3.0 wt
%), an isotropic system (Figure S2). By increasing the CNC
concentration (e.g., 5.0 wt %), phase separation occurred into
an upper isotropic and a bottom cholesteric phase. In the
presence of either dextran or PEG, the CNC suspension
separated into a biphasic system (Figure 1a). The volume
fraction (φ) of the cholesteric phase with respect to the initial
suspension decreased from 0.689 (neat CNC suspension) to
0.237 (CNC/dextran) and 0.354 (CNC/PEG), corresponding
to an increased CNC relative particle enrichment in the
anisotropic phase (from 0.645 to 0.766 and 0.712 for the
respective system as evaluated qualitatively by turbidimetry)
(Figure 1b and methods in Supporting Information). The
broadening of the biphasic region and enrichment of CNC in
the cholesteric phase resulted from the mutual exclusion effect
between rodlike nanoparticles and the nonabsorbing polymer
coils.33 Based on Flory’s calculation, the anisotropic LC phase
approaches the selectivity of a pure crystal in its rejection of a
foreign component, whereas the isotropic counterpart can
incorporate this component.49 Therefore, the addition of
dextran or PEG into the biphasic suspension can replace the
CNC in the isotropic phase and increase the rod particle
concentration in the anisotropic phase, giving rise to an
inhomogeneous suspension. The latter shows an uneven
partition between the upper polymer-rich, CNC-poor phase
and the bottom polymer-poor, CNC-rich phase. Compared to
the biphasic system from neat CNC suspension, dispersing
dextran or PEG into the fully anisotropic phase showed no
apparent effect on phase separation (Figure S3), implying the
polymer tolerance to the cholesteric LC.
Figure 1c−e shows the polarized optical microscopy (POM)
images of the cholesteric LC before and after the addition of
either dextran or PEG. The pure CNC cholesteric phase
Figure 2. From macro to micro: binary water-in-water LC emulsion with anisotropy. (a) Photograph of demixed CNC/PEG (upper) and
CNC/dextran (bottom) binary suspensions with clear phase boundary and different LC combinations. From left to right, cholesteric-to-
cholesteric = 1, isotropic-to-cholesteric = 2, and cholesteric-to-isotropic = 3. The CNC concentration in the suspensions was 6 wt %. (b)
POM images of the demixed suspensions that focused on the phase boundary, showing birefringent texture in cholesteric LC phase and
optical extinction in the isotropic phase. (c) Schematic illustration of the water/water interface with gradient of polymer concentration. (d)
Photograph of the dispersion obtained by vortex agitation, generating a homogeneous W/W emulsion. Optical images of the prepared
emulsions at (e) low and (f) high magnifications, showing polydisperse droplets with slightly nonspherical shape. The inset corresponds to
the emulsion droplet size distribution. (g) Photograph of the prepared emulsions after equilibrium for 2 days, showing an upper isotropic
phase and bottom anisotropic phase. (h) Calculated ratio of the anisotropic phase for emulsions 1−3, before and after emulsification. (i)
Turbidity values of the separated emulsion 1 (cholesteric-to-cholesteric) and CNC suspension, upper and bottom phases, showing that the
droplets were enriched in the bottom phase. The values in (i) were calculated from the turbidity ratio of the bottom and the upper phases.
Scale bars: (b) 100 μm, (e) 100 μm, and (f) 20 μm.
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exhibited a long-range, continuous fingerprint texture with very
few topological defects, characteristic of the helical arrange-
ment over macroscopic distances. However, with the addition
of either dextran or PEG, the helical pitch of the cholesteric
phase was not only reduced (from 14.2 to 10.0 or 8.4 μm; see
histograms in Figure S4) but also led to a fingerprint texture
with a tortuous path and abundant disclinations and
dislocations. The latter is related to the presence of the
foreign polymer in the cholesteric phase, which is expected to
produce internal constraints that could not be satisfied by the
continuous strain of the LC director through bending, twisting,
or splaying, creating more defects in the LC phase with low
free energy at the defect cores.50 The average separation
distance between adjacent CNC nanorods has been reported
to range from 25 to 51 nm in the cholesteric phase, depending
on the concentration;51 meanwhile, the measured hydro-
dynamic radii of coiled dextran and PEG are 10.2 and 8.3 nm,
respectively, smaller than the separation distance of CNC
(Figure S5). Inasmuch as the size, shape, and relatively high
concentration of polymer coils in the cholesteric phase, the
polymers were inserted into the cholesteric structure and
entered between CNCs (Figure S6), whereas any excess
amount of polymers could induce distortions in cholesteric LC,
with polymer enrichment inside the topological defects.
Water-in-Water Liquid Crystal Emulsion. When a
CNC/PEG suspension with either isotropic or cholesteric
organizations was added into the CNC/dextran counterpart
(at a volume ratio of 1:4), an aqueous system was created with
a clear phase boundary at the water/water interface (Figure
2a). Both phases contained the same concentration of polymer
(10 wt %) and with identical CNC concentration (6 wt %),
forming cholesteric−cholesteric, isotropic−cholesteric, or
cholesteric−isotropic binary combinations. Phase demixing is
explained by the repulsive interactions between PEG and
dextran molecules, which have a small entropy of mixing,
which is compensated by the positive mixing enthalpy in water,
favoring segregation above critical concentrations.52 Magnified
POM images of the PEG/dextran interfacial region exhibited a
clear boundary with bright birefringent texture in the
cholesteric phase and optical extinction in the isotropic
counterpart (Figure 2b), confirming the demixing of the
CNC/polymer suspensions. On the other hand, adding an
isotropic CNC/PEG suspension on top of another isotropic
CNC/dextran suspension (CNC: 3 wt %, polymer: 10 wt %)
led to a demixed profile between two isotropic counterparts.
The bottom CNC/dextran phase became anisotropic after
equilibrium, implying the diffusion of CNC from the PEG
phase into the dextran phase (Figure S7). Although visual
observation of the water/water interface in the CNC/polymer
suspensions appears to be well-defined (macroscopic/micro-
scopic scales), the water/water interface is in fact an interphase
at the molecular level, for example, a layer that is much thicker
compared to that of typical oil/water interfaces.53 Moreover, a
polymer concentration gradient is expected to exist at the
nanoscopic scale.54 At the interfacial zone, the total polymer
concentration featured a local minimum owing to the repulsion
between each polymer, which resisted interpenetration. The
corresponding polymer concentrations varied gradually from
the bulk value in the PEG phase to the bulk value in the
dextran phase, across tens of nanometers (Figure 2c),11,55 the
same order of distance between each individual CNC, allowing
the CNCs at the interfacial zone to experience short-range
repulsive interactions (across the water/water interface).
W/W emulsions were prepared by emulsifying the respective
binary aqueous CNC/polymer suspensions through vortexing
(10 wt % dextran and 10 wt % PEG), showing a homogeneous
appearance (Figure 2d). We first confirmed that the CNC/
PEG phase acted as the dispersed phase in the continuous
CNC/dextran phase at the tested polymer concentrations,
forming spherical CNC/PEG droplets (Figure S8). We then
inspected the droplet size distribution and stability of the
emulsion. A freshly prepared W/W emulsion was sealed in a
glass cuvette (4 cm × 1 cm × 1 mm) and kept undisturbed
under ambient condition. Initially, the obtained emulsion
exhibited polydispersed CNC/PEG droplets, with a relatively
broad size distribution (Figure 2e). Magnified optical images
showed spheroidal droplets, with average diameters ranging
from 6 to 16 μm. Moreover, some fingerprint domains were
observed inside and around the emulsion droplets, implying
the self-assembling of CNC into a cholesteric organization
(Figure 2f). The coalescence of dispersed droplets was
relatively slow, with a gradual increase in droplet size during
the first 5 h. Small droplets (<5 μm) merged together into
larger ones (Figure S9 and Video S1). The stability behavior of
the obtained W/W emulsion is in contrast to that of the typical
Pickering stabilizing effect; namely, the cellulose nanoparticles
in the W/W emulsions freely assembled across the PEG/
dextran interfacial zone.
After standing for 2 days, the as-prepared W/W emulsions
eventually demixed into two phases, with an upper clear
isotropic phase and a bottom turbid anisotropic phase (Figure
2g and Figure S10). It should be noted that the droplet size
and distribution of the demixed emulsions after 7 days (Figure
S11) showed little change compared with the freshly prepared
samples (Figure 2e,f), indicating a stable W/W system. We
note that 2 days were already sufficient to ensure a fully
demixed emulsion into a biphasic system (see the inset in
Figure S11b). Herein, the emulsions mixed using different LC
phase combinations, cholesteric (PEG)-to-cholesteric (dex-
tran), isotropic (PEG)-to-cholesteric (dextran), and cholesteric
(PEG)-to-isotropic (dextran), are referred to as emulsion 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. It is worth mentioning that all of the
emulsions separated into two coexisting phases, similar to the
initial biphasic CNC suspension with individual guest
polymers. To quantify the emulsion phase separation, the
volume fraction of anisotropic phase, φ, was calculated before
emulsification and after complete phase separation. The values
of φ decreased from 1 to 0.746 and 0.8 to 0.653 for emulsions
1 and 2 but increased from 0.2 to 0.263 for emulsion 3. These
results suggest that, in the presence of the two hydrophilic
polymers, a newly formed equilibrated system (“re-equili-
brium”) occurred in the CNC cholesteric assembly (Figure
2h). The droplet distributions in the two phases were followed
by measuring the turbidity and by using regular optical image
counting. All of the emulsions and initial CNC suspensions
showed larger turbidity in the bottom phase, whereas the
upper phase was translucent (Figure S12). The relative
turbidity ratio of the bottom phase to the upper phase for
emulsion 1 and initial CNC suspension was 1.714 and 1.406,
respectively, indicating a significant enrichment of the droplets
in the emulsion bottom phase as the former was more turbid
than the binary CNC suspension (Figure 2i). Furthermore, the
measured turbidity ratio for emulsions 2 and 3 was 1.568 and
1.792, respectively, and both followed a similar trend as
emulsion 1 (Figure S12). The difference of emulsion droplet
distribution in the upper isotropic and bottom cholesteric
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phases was further confirmed by optical imaging (Figure S13),
which indicated that the suspended droplets were preferably
present in the denser LC phase rather than the upper isotropic
phase.
Previous reports have suggested that the uneven partitioning
of rigid foreign colloids into LCs incurs an elastic energy
penalty and LC director deformations in the bulk phase;37,56,57
that is, partitioning droplets into the isotropic phase is more
energy preferable compared to the cholesteric phase. However,
our experiments indicate the opposite effect. One possible
reason that explains the difference may be related to the large
droplet size and density difference between the droplets and
Figure 3. Hierarchical LC-in-LC emulsion with global cholesteric organization. (a) POM image of the cholesteric W/W emulsion at low
magnification. High-magnification POM images of the W/W emulsions with (b) small and (c) large CNC/PEG droplet in CNC/dextran
continuous phase. (d) Image analysis of the cholesteric W/W emulsion, showing the same fluctuations of helical pitch in the dispersed phase
(droplet) and the continuous phase. (e) Polarized CLSM of cholesteric W/W emulsion droplets. The black dashed square highlights the
droplet used for 3D reconstruction. (f) Reconstructed 3D structure and image planes (x−y, y−z, and x−z) from polarized CLSM of the
suspended droplet in the W/W emulsion (e), demonstrating its internal cholesteric structure. (g) Schematic illustration showing the W/W
LC emulsion with global organization, showing interconnected CNC assemblies with uniform cholesteric ordering across a small PEG
droplet (upper) and distortions around a large PEG droplet (bottom). Scale bar: (a−c,e) 50 μm and (f) 10 μm.
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the surrounding continuous phase, given that gravity acts on
the droplets and dominates over buoyancy. Another reason can
be related to the possibility of a permeable and elastic PEG/
dextran droplet interface, which allows CNC diffusion while
being capable of deforming at the isotropic/cholesteric
interface. As such, Figure 3a−c shows POM images of the
bottom phase of emulsion 1 with W/W organization. At low
magnification, the emulsion exhibited bright birefringent
textures and curved dark brushes that corresponded to the
typical topological defects and extinction orientation of the
cholesteric LC.50 The presence of defects as well as the
extinction of CNC director in the LC emulsion was further
confirmed by removing the cross-polarizers (Figure S14),
indicating the existence of polymer molecules and volume
distortion of a droplet that disturb the orientation of the
cholesteric LC phase. In addition, suspended droplets were
densely packed with distorted spherical shapes, indicating the
enrichment of droplets in the bottom phase and elastic water/
Figure 4. Osmotic-driven target transfer of CNC across the water/water interface. (a) Fluorescence microscopy image and (b) relative
intensity analysis of a W/W emulsion with the same concentration of PEG and dextran (both at 10 wt %) and with fluorescently labeled
CNC initially added in the PEG phase. (c) Fluorescence image and (d) relative intensity analysis of a W/W emulsion with a lower PEG
concentration in the dispersed phase (PEG: 5 wt %, dextran: 10 wt %). (e,f) Schematic presentation of the osmotic pressure-induced target
transfer of CNC between PEG droplet and continuous dextran phase. The case illustrated in (e) is more dominant in the emulsions with
10% PEG, whereas that in (f) indicates a lower diffusion gradient, as was the case of the emulsion produced with PEG at lower
concentration. Scale bar: 20 μm.
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water interfaces. High-magnification POM images demonstrate
a long-range fingerprint texture around and inside the water
droplets, characteristic of the CNC cholesteric arrangement.31
It should be noted that small water droplets showed uniform
fingerprint textures across the boundary between PEG droplets
and the dextran continuous phase, which implied short-range
interconnected CNC assemblies (Figure 3b). In contrast, the
fingerprint textures in large droplets were confined and
separated by PEG droplets with a circle of line defects around,
indicating different CNC orientations in the surrounding
continuous dextran phase and the PEG droplets (Figure 3c).
The helical pitch of CNC cholesteric LC in both
configurations showed no distinct differences in the frequency
of optical intensity between PEG and dextran phases (Figure
3d), indicating the LC-in-LC global cholesteric organization of
CNC through a barricade comprising the PEG/dextran
interface. To further demonstrate the droplet structure, we
performed nonintrusive polarized confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) at different depths across the droplet
(z-stack) and to visualize the 3D structure and LC ordering of
the droplets in the W/W emulsions (Figure 3e,f and Video
S2). The reconstructed 3D structure of the droplet and
corresponding CLSM images at different image planes provide
clear evidence confirming the internal structure of the obtained
LC-in-LC emulsion (i.e., a cholesteric-in-cholesteric system).
Based on the information above, Figure 3g provides a
schematic illustration (not to scale) of the CNC cholesteric
assembly in W/W LC emulsions. The assembly behavior of
LC-in-LC emulsions greatly depends on the size of the
droplet.58 At given high volume fraction, the emulsion droplets
become densely packed and deform from spheres into curved
polyhedra. When the suspended water droplets are small,
entropy factors play a dominant role in the assembly of LC-in-
LC emulsion; namely, the droplets are confined into the
subregions of the cholesteric phase, without large distortion of
the surrounding LC director. In contrast, when a large PEG
droplet is embedded inside the cholesteric matrix, the
suspended droplet breaks the spatial ordering of the
surrounding LC director, resulting in a volume-induced
distortion around the droplet.
Permeable Assembly of Liquid Crystal Colloids. As
noted above, both PEG and dextran allow CNC assemblies in
the respective aqueous suspensions, acting as a ternary system
comprising water, rodlike CNCs, and the respective coiled
polymer. Mixing the two immiscible polymer suspensions
yields W/W emulsions, phase separation, and eventually re-
equilibrium of the CNC cholesteric assembly. From the above
observation, a question that naturally arises is how the CNCs
reassemble during the emulsifying process. By using Calcofluor
white stain to bind to 1−4 β-glycosidic bonds on the CNC
surface,59 we selectively labeled the CNC in the PEG phase as
the fluorescent marker; meanwhile, the CNC in the continuous
dextran phase was not tagged (see Supporting Information).
Figure 4a,b shows the fluorescent image and corresponding
intensity analysis of a freshly prepared W/W emulsion with
dye-labeled CNC only in the PEG phase (10 wt % dextran and
10 wt % PEG). Surprisingly, when the two CNC/polymer
suspensions were brought into contact, the CNC/dextran
continuous phase appeared fluorescent, whereas the PEG
droplets were less fluorescent. Evaluation of the fluorescent
intensity maxima along a line across the emulsion droplet
showed high fluorescence intensity in the continuous dextran
phase, and low fluorescence was registered in the droplet area,
which implies an uneven partitioning of the labeled CNC in
the W/W emulsion and target transfer of CNC from the PEG
phase to the dextran phase (Figure 4b). We note that when the
PEG concentration in the dispersed phase was reduced to 5 wt
%, while keeping the dextran concentration at 10 wt %, a more
balanced fluorescence intensity between the phases was
observed. This latter result indicates that compared to the
previous case of 10 wt % PEG, the PEG phase at lower
concentration held a higher number density of dyed CNC
(Figure 4c). Moreover, further reduction of PEG concen-
tration to 2 wt % generated a soluble PEG/dextran suspension
(Figure S15). As the emulsions at different PEG concen-
trations (5 or 10 wt %) have been identified as PEG-in-dextran
type (Figure S8), the above results suggest a concentration-
induced transfer of CNC across the water/water interface: at
high PEG concentration, CNC in the dispersed PEG phase
diffuses into the continuous dextran phase, whereas diffusion is
suppressed at low concentration.
Figure 4e,f illustrates our suggested diffusion of CNCs upon
mixing. As PEG and dextran are uncharged polymers,
compared to the bulk phase, the interphase around the
droplets exhibits a gradient of polymer concentration, as far as
the relative composition, leading to an interfacial polymer/
polymer barrier that results from entropy-induced repulsive
interactions between the polymer molecules.6 In this case, the
interfacial region in the W/W emulsion is somewhat analogous
to a permeable polymer membrane. Osmosis occurs in the
presence of the two aqueous phases of different solute
concentrations,60 in which the corresponding osmotic pressure
in each phase can be calculated as Π = cPRT + cCNCRT, where
Π is the osmotic pressure, CP and CCNC are the molar
concentration of polymer (PEG and dextran, respectively) and
CNC, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the temperature. As
the initial concentrations of CNC in both aqueous phases are
the same, the osmotic pressure mainly depends on the molar
concentration of PEG and dextran. Due to the differences in
molecular weight of PEG and dextran (2 × 105 and 4.5 × 105,
respectively), at the same polymer mass fraction (10 wt %),
cPEG is larger than cdextran; as a consequence, ΠCNC/PEG >
ΠCNC/dextran. When the two CNC/polymer aqueous suspen-
sions are brought directly into contact, CNC nanoparticles are
transferred through the water/water interface, from the PEG
phase of relatively higher osmotic pressure into the dextran
phase of lower osmotic pressure. This occurs given the fact that
polymer molecules in each phase are not subjected to cross-
diffusion. The transfer of CNC continues until the osmotic
pressures in the two phases are balanced, resulting in CNC
redistribution and re-equilibration into cholesteric organization
through the water/water interface. When the polymer
concentration in the dispersed PEG phase is reduced, a
lower gradient between the two phases inhibits the osmotic-
induced CNC transfer, producing an effective lockdown of
CNC in their original polymer (PEG) phase. Moreover,
because of the different polymer osmotic contributions in each
phase, the diffusing cellulose nanoparticles are unevenly
partitioned in the suspended droplets and surrounding
continuous phase, generating distortions and defects in the
cholesteric LC phase.
In order to further confirm our hypothesis of the permeable
interface in W/W emulsions, we dispersed cholesteric CNC/
PEG phase into isotropic CNC/dextran phase (both PEG and
dextran were 10 wt %) and monitored their self-assembly
process through POM imaging. Initially, the polydispersed
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CNC/PEG droplet showed an anisotropic texture, whereas the
surrounding CNC/dextran phase appeared isotropic, which
was attributed to the demixing of the polymer solutions
(Figure 5a). In the few hours that followed, we distinguished
some spherical and spindle-shaped birefringent tactoids with
fingerprint textures nucleated in the isotropic CNC/dextran
phase, whereas the previous cholesteric CNC/PEG droplet
turned isotropic instead (Figure 5b,c). The formation of
tactoids in an isotropic phase requires the increase of the
particle concentration and gathers together additional particles
into a microdroplet domain with LC ordering. Target transfer
of CNC from the cholesteric CNC/PEG phase into the
isotropic CNC/dextran phase via diffusion could break the
balance in the isotropic phase and give rise to the reassembly
of CNC in W/W emulsions. On the contrary, dispersing an
isotropic CNC/PEG suspension into the cholesteric CNC/
dextran continuous phase generated a W/W emulsion with
isotropic-in-cholesteric organization, and the large area of
topological defects in the continuous cholesteric phase was
ascribed to the diffusion of CNC (Figure 5d−f). All in all, the
POM results suggest the osmotic pressure-driven permeable
self-assembly of CNC between the dispersed PEG phase and
continuous dextran phase.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we employed an immiscible polymer dispersed
system to produce W/W emulsions with permeable CNC self-
assembly and global LC organization. The demixed PEG and
dextran solutions host the cholesteric LC in both the dispersed
and continuous phases, providing useful physical insights to
guide the coassembly of the CNC and polymer. Target transfer
of CNC occurs across the water/water interface according to
the balance of osmotic pressure gradients between the two
polymer phases, resulting in a LC emulsion with hierarchical
cholesteric-in-cholesteric ordering. These W/W emulsions can
serve as a versatile platform for fundamental studies, seeking to
understand the interplay and target transport of colloidal
particles across immiscible phases. We believe that this simple
but robust emulsion system can be extended to other colloidal
particles with varying anisotropies (1D nanorods, 2D nano-
sheets, and 3D polyhedral particles, etc.), creating a series of
W/W LC emulsions that can be useful in a variety of
applications.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Instruments. Cellulose nanocrystal gel (10 wt %)
was obtained from the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory at the
University of Maine. The CNC was prepared by sulfuric acid
hydrolysis of dissolving-grade wood fibers. After dilution and
membrane filtration, the resulting system consisted of a concentrated
suspension of CNC that had typical dimensions of ∼10−15 nm in
width and ∼300−400 nm in length and contained 0.95 wt % sulfur.
Dextran (Mw = 4.5 × 10
5), polyethylene glycol (PEG, Mw = 2 × 10
5),
and Calcofluor white stain were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Helsinki, Finland). All chemicals were used as received without
further purification. Milli-Q water (18 MΩ) was obtained from a
Millipore water system and used throughout the experiments.
Polarized optical microscope imaging was conducted with an
Olympus BX53-P microscope (Olympus, Japan), with images taken
by polarizers in a perpendicular arrangement to verify the anisotropy
of the emulsion samples. For visualizing the boundary bewteen two
phases with POM, an optical quartz absorption cuvette (1 mm path
length, Hellma, Germany) was used. Fluorescent microscope imaging
was conducted with a Zeiss Axio Observer optical microscope (Zeiss,
Germany) equipped with 40× or 63× objectives to visualize dye-
labeled CNC in the emulsion samples. A drop of freshly dyed
emulsion sample was placed on a microscope slide and covered with a
glass coverslip (Assistent, Sondheim, Germany), which was quickly
fixed by nail polish to avoid evaporation. The excitation/emission
spectra for dyed CNCs were 365 and 435 nm, respectively. Optical
microscope imaging was performed with a Leica DM 750 (Leica,
Germany) with 40× and 20× objective lens to track the distribution
and in situ merging of the emulsion droplets. The measured POM,
fluorescent and optical images were further analyzed through a
noncommercial ImageJ software.61 Polarized confocal laser scanning
microscopy was performed with a Leica SP5 microscope (Leica) in
the absence of fluorescent labeling. A 488 nm argon laser was used as
the light source combined with a 40× oil immersion objective to
image the sample. The optical birefringence was collected in the
transmission mode using a polarized laser and a linear polarized filter
oriented perpendicular to the polarization plane of the incident light.
Figure 5. Optical tracking of the CNC reassembly in W/W emulsion. (a) Low-magnification POM image of the freshly prepared W/W
emulsion with isotropic continuous CNC/dextran phase and cholesteric CNC/PEG droplets. (b) and (c) POM images of the equilibrated
W/W emulsion with isotropic CNC/PEG droplet and cholesteric tactoid in the continuous CNC/dextran phase. (d−f) POM images of the
W/W emulsion with isotropic CNC/PEG droplet and cholesteric organized CNC/dextran continuous phase. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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The focused laser scanned the sample at a fixed depth and created a
horizontal optical slice. By repeating the scans at different depths, we
obtained a stacking of each optical slice (z-stack), generating a
polarized 3D pattern.23 The images were analyzed using Leica
Application Suite X (LAS X). The optical transmittance of
suspensions and emulsions was measured using a UV-2550 UV−vis
spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, Kyoto, Japan) operated at room
temperature. The sample was loaded in an optical quartz cuvette (1
cm path length, Hellma, Germany). All measurements were carried
out by duplicate with freshly prepared samples.
Preparation of CNC/PEG and CNC/Dextran Suspensions.
Initially, concentrated CNC gel was diluted to 200 mL by adding
Milli-Q water, generating a homogeneous suspension with a
concentration of 5.0 or 6.0 wt %. Then, the resulting suspension
was sonicated for 2 min in an ice bath and sealed in a 300 mL bottle.
After standing for 2 days, the resulting suspension was separated into
two phases, an upper isotropic phase and a bottom cholesteric phase.
CNC/PEG and CNC/dextran suspensions were prepared by
dissolving polymers into diluted CNC suspension (5 wt %) after
sonication. After given amounts of polymer were added into the CNC
suspension, the obtained mixture was vigorously stirred overnight at
room temperature and left to stand for 2 days, eventually separating in
a two-phase system.
Preparation of Water-in-Water Liquid Crystal Emulsion. To
investigate the liquid crystal nature of CNC in the W/W emulsions,
the separated upper isotropic and bottom cholesteric phases of diluted
CNC suspensions (6 wt %) were used to dissolve dextran (10 wt %)
and PEG (2, 5, or 10 wt %). After dissolution and storage, the
isotropic and reseparated cholesteric phases, containing the polymers,
were collected for further use.
The PEG-in-dextran W/W emulsions were prepared by mixing all
components using a vortex (Scientific Industries, NY, USA) operated
at a level of 8 for 30 s. The PEG-to-dextran volume ratio was 20/80
for all of the samples. The order of mixing was found to have no effect
on emulsion behavior. The emulsions prepared with CNC
suspensions would undergo separation during storage into an upper
isotropic phase and a bottom cholesteric phase. The emulsion
behavior was monitored after storage at room temperature for 7 days.
The emulsions of different types were prepared using the isotropic
CNC/polymer and cholesteric CNC/polymer suspensions (isotropic
CNC/PEG in cholesteric CNC/dextran, cholesteric CNC/PEG in
isotropic CNC/dextran, cholesteric CNC/PEG in cholesteric CNC/
dextran, and isotropic CNC/PEG in isotropic CNC/dextran
emulsion).
To visualize the PEG phase in the emulsion, the CNC in PEG was
dyed with Calcofluor white stain prior to emulsion preparation.
Briefly, 10 μL of Calcofluor white stain aqueous solution was added
into a 5 mL CNC/PEG suspension (10 wt %) under vigorous stirring
to generate a homogeneous dye-labeled CNC/PEG suspension. The
W/W emulsion containing dyed CNCs was prepared following the
above procedure, and the stained emulsions were stored at room
temperature before observation via a fluorescence microscope.
Calculation of the Turbidity. The optical turbidity (at 600 nm)
of the separated upper and bottom phases of CNC suspensions and




where T is the transmittance. All calculations were averaged from data
obtained by testing freshly prepared duplicate samples.
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